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Customer Experience

ATX and ACCs

Under pressure to deliver value faster but face obstacles 
at every turn? Here’s how Success Tracks can make your 

Cisco IT investments work for you.

ways Cisco Success Tracks 
can accelerate your success
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To schedule a personalized CX Cloud demo       Click here
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Quickly adopt and scale outcomes faster

Success Tracks

A one-stop, unified digital experience via CX Cloud, 
combining human + digital intelligence

Meaningful content linked to use cases to meet 
project goals and timelines

Guided lifecycle journey with the right expertise, 
insights, learning, and support at your fingertips

Maximize the value of your Cisco Networking, ACI®, and 
Intersight™ investments

Accelerators
One-on-one remote 

coaching

ATX Sessions
One-to-many 

interactive webinars

Increase ROI*

157%
Projected ROI

$1.8M
Projected benefits

*Forrester TEI 
Study

CX Cloud

Access human and digital intelligence on tap
Get insights to maintain the health of your IT environment and the guidance to predict better 
outcomes faster—under one pane of glass with CX Cloud.

Get world-class support that always has your back

Hint: Level 1 Success Tracks is priced the same as Solution Support stand-alone!

From Cisco technical engineers to resolve 
complex issues quickly with Solution Support. 

And better yet, get automated TAC support.

Upskill teams and enhance expertise of 
Cisco technologies with on-demand 
learning and certification prep.

Work smarter, faster

Be more efficient and reduce risk with AI and automation

Better budget and plan 
with a 360-degree view to 
manage all Cisco assets 

and licenses 

Avoid downtime
and compliance issues 

with  proactive risk 
advisories 

Get faster mean time to 
resolution with automated 
diagnostics and analysis

Increase efficiency by 
automatically opening a case 

when issues are detected

Reduce time and risk with 
recommended optimal 

software upgrade versions
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Reactive 
Go from reacting 

to problems…

Create an adaptive workforce and fill critical gaps on your teams
Specialized Expertise offers are available as an add-on*

Tap into the right skillsets for Cisco 
solutions throughout the technology 

lifecycle with Scrum Services.

Pinpoint the exact skillset and role you 
need to elevate collective team 

knowledge with Expert-as-a-Service.
*Success Track Level 2 required with minimum purchase threshold of $100K

…to removing roadblocks and speeding time to value

PredictiveProactive

Lifecycle

Remove obstacles to accelerate business value

Guided
lifecycle journey

Predictive 
intelligence

Use case
driven

People
and digital

Fastrack time to 
adoption and value

http://www.cisco.com/go/trademarks
https://learningnetwork.cisco.com/s/atx-customer-experience
https://cloud.path.cisco.com/cxcontactus?formid=contactus-clouddemo
https://salesconnect.cisco.com/#/mylearningmap/SC_LMS_2216
https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/m/en_us/customer-experience/collateral/forrester-tei-success-tracks.pdf
https://www.cisco.com/c/m/en_us/customer-experience/cx-cloud.html
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